ARCP/ MoMP

To increase local employment in the oil and gas sector in the north of Afghanistan by linking CNPCIW Company and technical vocational educational institutes through the internship opportunities the Ministry of Mines and Petroleum after approval of the World Bank has decided to initiate the Internship program.

The purpose of program was to build the capacity of local human resources particularly who have been graduated from relevant field of study and enhance the capacity of fresh graduate students in the field of Mining Operations, and Mining activities machineries.

The program was successfully started with CNPCIW Company based in Angot Camp, Sar-e-Pul province, and further 5 Interns had been hired through Ministry of Mines and Petroleum from Technical Vocational Educational Institutes.

During the practical work with the company the capacity of all interns have developed and learnt about Flow lines and information of below 5 sections of Angot Oil gathering Station, a) Facilities and technology of well head operation, b) Operation with heater technology, c) Technology of chemical adding unit, d) Technology of separator and reserving, e) Training about loading unite and Water injection pump, f) as well as getting familiar with separator, refreshing fire extinguishers, Technology of switch tank, operation of switch tank, Over flow separator, measuring oil Tanks, start heater, taking sample from well head, fix the leak point of valves and flange.

As a result of Internship program, after cross check of their performance two out of five interns were hired by Company as permanent staff and three of them will be hired on summer season, meanwhile, all of them have received job offer from other mining companies.

As per assessments made by the company and MoMP/ARCP management, it was realized that the program was completely successful and was exceeded our expectations. Therefore, we will continue launching of such programs in future for employment of fresh graduate students in the mining industries.